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Abstract 
A model of real-time distributed systems using action systems is presented, 
with semantics given in terms of the predicate transformer semantics of non
timed action systems. An example is given to illustrate the model and to 
demonstrate its stepwise development from specification. A strength of the 
approach presented is the wide range of real-time systems which can be spec
ified in the model. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The problem of specifying real-time distributed systems has occupied com
puter scientists in recent times. This is partly because real-time systems, par~ 
ticularly in the area of defence, are more often safety-critical than systems 
without the concept of time. Real-time systems often need to react to an en
vironment which may not always be controllable. In such cases, validation by 
testing may be particularly unreliable, and there is greater scope for the use 
of formal methods. 

Real-time systems reacting to an environment present the challenge of mod
elling the environment and its interaction with the system, and showing that 
the system meets its requirements when reacting to the environment. A par
ticular difficulty is modelling time for different processes acting in parallel, 
and the issue arises as to whether there is the concept of global time. 

For our model, we choose the notation of action systems (Back 1989) for 
their developmental clarity and general expressive power, particularly of par
allelism, and because their predicate transformer semantics are concise and 
calculational. 

We begin in Section 2 by recalling the definitions of predicate transform
ers (Dijkstra et al. 1990) and action systems (Back 1989), together with the 
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resulting definition of refinement. We define action sequences and give a char
acterisation of the semantics of iteration using them. In Section 3, we motivate 
and explain our model of real-time action systems and state some of its prop
erties. The model is illustrated by a message passing example in Section 4. 
Finally in Section 5, we discuss our results and relate them to those of others. 

2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Predicate transformers 

Let ~A denote the state space of a program A expressed in the language of 
guarded commands (Dijkstra et al. 1990). A predicate is a function f: ~A --+ 
Illl, the set of all of which will be denoted by FredA. 

A statement S is a predicate transformer S : FredA --+ FredA known as 
the weakest precondition (Dijkstra et al. 1990) satisfying, for all F, Q : FredA, 
the axioms 

• monotonicity: ifF~ Q, then S(F) ~ S(Q); 
• conjunctivity: if I :j:. 0 is an index set, then 

(Va E I S(Fa)) ~ S(Va E I Fa)· 

Informally, we can regard the weakest precondition S(F) for F : FredA to 
be the weakest predicate on the variable states from which execution of the 
statement S guarantees termination in a state satisfying F. In· particular, 
S(true) is the weakest predicate which guarantees that S terminates. Notice 
that we allow statements which do not satisfy strictness S(false) <=>false. 

Statements and their associated weakest precondition transformers include 
those in Figure 1 (Boom 1982, Dijkstra et al. 1990) and the specification 
statements of Morgan (1994). 

An action system (Back 1989) has the form 

var Xt, •• • , Xm 

init X!,···•Xm :EXt, ... ,Xm 
do 0:~ 1 A; od, 

where Xt, ••• , Xm are typed variables and A11 ... , An are actions. Sometimes 
we will omit the variable declaration when it can be deduced from the body 
of the action system. When a variable is initialised arbitrarily within its type, 
we will omit an explicit initialisation. 

Definition 1 (Refinement) A statementS is refined by a statementS' (no
tationS S S') if for all F: FredA, S(F) ~ S'(F). 0 
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• skip: skip(P) ~ P. 
• assertion: (!b)(P) ~ b /1. P. 
• abort: abort ~ !false. 
• assignment: (x :E X)(P) ~ 'rlfj E X P[y/XJ, where xis a list of vari

ables and P[y/ X] is the predicate P with each member of fj replacing the 
corresponding member of x. 

• sequential composition: (S1; S2)(P) ~ S1(S2(P)). 
e choice: (S1 0 S2)(P) ~ St(P) /1. S2(P). 
• actions: (g -t S)(P) ~ •gV S(P). Here, g is called the guard of the action. 
e alternation: (if 0~= 1 g; -t S; fi)(P) V~=1 g; /1. (0~= 1 g; -t S;)(P). 
• iteration: (do 0~= 1 g; -t S; od)(P) ~ 3x:: Ord H,.(P), where Ord is the 

class of ordinal numbers and 

Ho(P) 
n 

i=1 

Ho(P) V (if 0~= 1 g; -t S; fi) (H,.(P)) and 

3x: < o H,.(P), where o is a limit ordinal. 

Figure 1 Some statements and their weakest preconditions. 

2.2 Action sequences 

For an action system A, seqA denotes the set of all finite sequential compo
sitions of actions in A, while the elements of the set seqwA are written as 
sequential compositions of infinitely many actions, but do not have predicate 
transformer semantics. These two sets are the action sequences of A. For an 
action sequence s of length at least m, sim is the prefix of s with length m. The 
predicate transformer skip is considered to be an action sequence of length 0. 
For an action A, Am is the sequential composition of A with itself m times. 

The following characterisation (Morris 1987, Butler et al. 1995, Wabenhorst 
1996) of the weakest precondition of an action system can be thought of as 
a decomposition. The first conjunct is a safety condition on the finite action 
sequences, also known as the weakest errorfree precondition (Hesselink 1995), 
which states that if A terminates at all, then it terminates in state P. The 
second conjunct is a liveness condition on the infinite action sequences which 
states that A terminates eventually. 

Theorem 1 Let A = do 0~= 1 g; -t S; od be an action system. Then 
for all P : PredA, 

n n 

A(P) <=> 'r/s: seqA s(P V V g;) /1. A(• V g;) 
i=1 i=1 
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n 

and A(-. v g;) {::} 3~~: 1l:, where 
i=l 

n 

1l~ .:::::: -, v g; 
i=l 

1l:+l .:::::: Vs: seqwA 3m< w sim(1l:) 

1l6 .:::::: 3~~: < 0 1l: . 

Proof: 
See Wabenhorst (1996). D 

2.3 The Movers Theorem 

Sufficient conditions under which an iteration within an action system can be 
flattened are given in the Movers Theorem (Back 1989, Wabenhorst 1997), 
which will be used extensively in the example of Section 4. 

Theorem 2 (Movers Theorem) Let 

A3 in it; B .:::::: in it; 
do g -+ s do g -+ So 

ni=l hj -+ Ti 
od 

n~=l g; -+ S; 

ni=l hj -+ Ti 
od 

n 

and C.:::::: do 0~= 1 g;-tS;od suchthat !(-.vg;);g-tS~g-tS0 ;C. 
i=l 

Then A~ B, if the following conditions hol1: 

l.(a) For all j such that 1 ~ j ~ m, v~=lg; => (hj-+ Tj)(V~=lg;). 
(b) For all j such that 1 ~ j ~ m, --. V~=l g; => (hi -+ Ti )(--. V~=l g;). 
(c) init(-. v~=l g;) {::}true. 

2. v~=l g; => -.g. 
3. The set { hj -+ Tj I 1 ~ j ~ m} can be expressed as the disjoint union of 

sets£ (called the left movers) and 'R (called the right movers), such that: 

(a) For all L E £, L;g-+ So~ g-+ So; L. 
(b) For all L E £and i such that 1 ~ i ~ n, L;g;-+ S; ~ g;-+ S;; L. 
(c) For all L E £ andRE 'R, L; R ~ R; L. 
(d) For all R E 'Rand i such that 1 ~ i ~ n, g;-+ S;; R ~ R;g;-+ S;. 
(e) v~=tYi =>(do nRE'R. R od)(true). 
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(f) All left movers and all g;-+ S;, 1:::; i:::; n, are boundedly nondetermin
istic. 

0 

Other refinement theorems include Monotonicity (Back 1989, Wabenhorst 
1996), which permits the refinement of actions one-by-one with the result that 
the action system as a whole is refined also. 

3 A MODEL OF TIME 

3.1 Assumptions 

Consider the action system 

A=: var 
init 
do 
od 

OM ON; 
i=l j=l Yi,j -+ S·. I,J 

which we wish to transform into a timed action system. The subscript i in the 
action Yi,j -+ S;,j denotes the process which executes the action, while j labels 
the action within process i. As in other models of time, actions in different 
processes may be executed concurrently if they do not interfere, otherwise one 
or more actions must wait. Actions within the same process are executed in 
sequence. 

We make the assumption of maximal parallelism: if a process is idle and 
able to execute one of its actions, then it does so immediately. In any case, 
we can add actions which explicitly delay the execution of other actions if we 
desire. 

We propose the syntax for the timed action system corresponding to A in 
Figure 2. Here, we use dashes --- to delineate processes and introduce a 
time variable t; of type Time, which can be lR or Z: , for each process i. The 
variable t; contains the time at which the action last executed by process i 
has ceased executing; therefore this is the time at which the next action may 
be executed by process i. The assignment t; := ... updates t; to take into 
account the time that the corresponding action takes, possibly depending on 
the states of other variables. The assignment might involve a nondeterministic 
choice, and could take into account the time taken to make a scheduling 
decision. The sets mutex;,j contain the names of actions which interfere with 
action ( i, j); these are the responsibility of the developer. We use the notation 
do-rt ... od-rt to signal that the semantics do not correspond to those of a 
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var 
init 
do-rt ON' j=l Yl,j without mutex1,j -+ S1,j; ii := ... (1, j) 

ON2 
j=l Y2,j without mutex2,j -+ S2,j; t2 := ... (2,j) 

Of:l YM,j without mutexM,j -+ SM,j; iM :=... (M,j) 
od-rt 

Figure 2 Syntax for the general real-time action system. 

standard action system. Otherwise, the syntax is the same as for the standard 
action system A. 

Our task now is to define the semantics of the real-time action system in 
Figure 2. To this end, we will obtain a standard action system incorporating as 
design decisions the assumptions made in this section. We will then define the 
semantics of the real-time action system to be the semantics of this standard 
action system. 

3.2 Time variables 

To the action system A in Section 3.1, we add the time variables t; of Figure 2. 
Thus, the time variables are initialised to 0: 

• • OM 0 
llllt ... ; i=l t; := ' 

where the ellipses correspond to the initialisation of the original action system 
A. Also, the time variables are updated during execution to take into account 
the time taken by an executing action: thus, Yi,j -+ S;,j is modified to become 
Yi,j -+ S;,j; t; := ... 

We consider the current global time of an action system to be 

This can be regarded as an invariant which connects the real world with the 
action system. Here, Tis an abbreviation designed to simplify the exposition, 
rather than a variable which would result in extra assignment statements in 
the action system. 
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At the current global timeT, there is some process which is ready to execute 
an action. This is because there must be at least one i for which t; = T. 
Indeed, there may be more than one, such as upon initialisation when all 
time variables t; are 0. In accordance with the semantics of action systems, a 
nondeterministic choice is made between the enabled actions in such processes, 
and the chosen action executes subsequently. The time variable of the process 
will be updated, which may or may not increase the current global time. 

Usually the time variables will be different from each other, reflecting the 
fact that some processes are in advance of the current global time. However, 
we stipulate that the next action chosen for execution may only occur in a 
process which is at the current global time; this limits the extent to which one 
process may be in advance of other processes. Thus, we strengthen the guard 
of each action ( i, j) as follows: 

g;,j 1\ t; = T --+ S;,j; t; := ... 

3.3 Blocking actions 

The concurrent execution of actions in different processes is achieved by the 
usual interleaving semantics of action systems. However, when interference 
would occur, concurrent execution must be prevented. 

Recall from Section 3.2 that the new choice of an action (say b in process 
i) to execute in the action system may only be made at the current global 
time T. Suppose that previously, action a (in process m different from i) 
was chosen for execution, so that the update of tm has resulted in m being 
ahead of the current global time. The choice of b would correspond, in the real 
world, to a and b executing concurrently. However in the case of interference 
between a and b, this should be prevented in accordance with our assumptions 
in Section 3.1. As a was chosen for execution previously, it must be b which 
is prevented from executing. 

We introduce new variables which help us to deduce when interference 
between actions would occur. Thus, we define mutexb for each action b to be 
the set of names of all other actions which prevent execution of b because of 
interference. Normally, two actions are considered to interfere if one accesses 
a variable which the other writes. Also, we define exec; for each process i to 
be the last action chosen for execution in process i. 

We assume that the potential for interference between actions does not 
change at run time. It could be argued that an action a with body 

if g --t X := 1 0 -.g --t y := 2 fi 

interferes with an action b which accesses y, only if -.g holds. However, it 
may not be possible for b to evaluate g at run time because g might depend 
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on variables which are either local to a's process or are being changed by 
a (such as x and y), and hence are not accessible to b. Thus, mutexb is set 
upon initialisation of the action system by analysing the syntax of the original 
action system A, and not changed during execution. 

Using the new variables just introduced, we deduce that an action b = ( i, j) 
would be prevented from execution by interference with action a = ( m, n) at 
the current global time T if 

t; < tm 1\ execm E mutex;,j, 

and we strengthen the guard of action ( i, j) from Section 3.2 to take this into 
account. As a result the guard, which we abbreviate to h;,j, becomes 

M 

h;,j Yi,j 1\ t; = T 1\ A ( t; < tm => execm tJ. mutex;,j). 
m=l 

We also update exec; in the body of (i,j), so (i,j) becomes 

h;,j -+ S;,j; t;, exec; := ... , ( i, j). 

The execm variables may have arbitrary values initially, so they need not 
be initialised explicitly. This is because the value of execm is not needed in 
the guard of ( i, j) until t; < tm. In this case, the body of the action in process 
m currently executing will have updated execm. 

3.4 The wait action 

When a choice of an action to be executed is required at the current global 
time, each possible action might be blocked. This could occur either because 
its original guard Yi,j is false, or because of potential interference with actions 
executing in other processes (see Section 3.3). If all processes are at the cur
rent global time, then there is no potential interference and termination has 
occurred. However, if some processes are ahead of the current global time, 
then increasing the current global time (that is, waiting) might result in at 
least one action becoming unblocked. The earliest when this might occur is 
the earliest completion time of an action after the current global time, that is 

NT ~ min tm. 
{mltm>T} 
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var 

init 
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... ; 0~1 t; :Time; 0~ 1 exec; : ActionName; 

0~ 1 0f~ 1 mutex;,j : lF (ActionName) 

. . . , OM OM ON, i=1 t; := 0; i=1 i=1 mutex;,j := ... 

do 0~ 1 0f,;, 1 h;,i --+ S;,j; t;,exec;:= ... ,(i,j) (i,j) 

0 (V~1 t; f: T) 1\ /\~1Af~1 ·hi,j 

--+ 0~! 1 (t; = T --+ t; := NT) (W) 
od 

where 

M 
T mintk 

k=1 

NT min tm 
{m!tm>T} 

M 

h;,j Yi,j 1\ t; = T 1\ 1\ (t; < tm => execm ¢ mutex;,j) 
m=1 

Figure 3 Semantics for the general real-time action system. 

With these considerations, we construct the wait action as follows: 

(
M ) M N; 

i~ t; f: T 1\ 6/J •h;,j --+ 0~1 (t; = T--+ t; := NT) 

The condition for blocking is the conjunction of the negations of the guards 
of all actions, that is /\~1 /\f~ 1 •h;,j, where h;,j is as defined in Section 3.3. 
We exclude waiting when termination has occurred, that is, when there is no 
process executing past the current global time. For this reason, (V~1 t; f: T) 
is added to the guard. All time variables t; at the current global time (that 
is, t; = T) are updated to NT in the body of the wait action. 

Note that the body of the wait action does not change exec;. This is because 
exec; is never used for t; at the current global time. (See also the justification 
in Section 3.3 for exec; not being initialised explicitly.) 

3.5 Real-time action systems 

The action system constructed in the previous sections is shown in Figure 3, 
and incorporates the desired properties of the real-time action system of Fig-
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ure 2 described informally in Section 3.1. Therefore, we define the semantics 
of the real-time action system in Figure 2 to be the semantics of the action 
system in Figure 3. 

We now state some properties of real-time action systems. The following 
lemma, which can be proven using predicate calculus, shows that the termi
nation condition of the real-time action system is closely related to that of 
the corresponding standard action system. 

Lemma 1 The disjunction of the guards of the action system in Figure 3 is 

D 

One would expect the real-time action system to implement the standard 
action system A in Section 3.1. This is indeed the case: 

Theorem 3 The real-time action system in Figure 3 refines the standard 
action system A. 

Proof: 
See the Appendix. D 

The real-time action system with only one process behaves exactly like the 
corresponding standard action system: the guards h1,j are g1,j, and the guard 
of the wait action is false. 

3.6 The environment 

Normally, we would expect an action a to interfere with an action b in a 
different process exactly when the second interferes with the first, that is 

a E mutexb {:::}bE mutexa. 

However, there may be circumstances in which the relaxation of this symmetry 
property is convenient. Consider a situation where action b models part of 
the environment and action a is in a different process which reacts to the 
environment. It could be argued that execution of b should not be delayed 
through a accessing the environment, but that if b is executing then a should 
be delayed. In this case we would have a E mutexb but not bE mutexa. 
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var 
init 
do-rt 

od-rt 
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in, msg : seq Data; inchar, last : Data U { .l }; r : Iffi 
inchar, last, msg, r :=.l, .l, 0, false 

in# 01\ inchar =.ll\•r -+ 
in, inchar, r := tl(in), hd(in), true 

0 inchar #.l 1\r -+ r, h := false, t1 + chdef 
0 inchar #.lA-w -+ inchar, t 1 :=.l, h + chsep 

0 inchar #.ll\inchar # last without {(1, 3)} -+ 

(1, 1) 
(1, 2) 
(1' 3) 

msg, last, t2 := msg" inchar, inchar, t 2 + chread (2, 1) 

Figure 4 Final message passing implementation. 

The model as it stands results in the continued execution of a = ( m, n) after 
b = ( i, j) has been chosen for execution. However, it may be more appropriate 
to abort in these circumstances, so we could modify ( i, j) to become 

h;,j -+ ! ( A (t; < tm =} ( i, j) ¢ mutexexecm )) ; S;,j; t;, exec; := ... , ( i, j) 
m=l 

where an assertion !P, defined in Figure 1, skips if P holds and aborts other
wise. Modifying ( i, j) in this way would mean that Theorem 3 would no longer 
hold in general, but would depend on satisfactory time updates tk := ... 

4 EXAMPLE: MESSAGE PASSING 

We now illustrate the concepts in previous sections by an example, where 
we achieve a final implementation from a high level specification by stepwise 
refinement using the Movers Theorem and other results. 

In this example, based on that in Hayes et al. (1997), a message is con
structed from character-by-character input. A character appears in inchar 
for a duration chdef > 0, during which time the character must be added to 
the message msg. The time required for this is chread > 0, which we stipulate 
to be no larger than chdef. After duration chdef, inchar is undefined for du
ration chsep > 0 before the next character appears. The characters appearing 
in inchar are taken from a fixed finite channel in, so that termination will be 
guaranteed. The process constructing the message msg has no access to in, 
but must rely on inchar. 

The final implementation is shown in Figure 4, where the first process imple
ments the environment and the second constructs the message. The boolean 
r holds if inchar is readable, and acts as a synchronisation variable which 
helps to ensure that the actions in the first process are always executed in the 
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order (1, 1), then (1, 2), then (1, 3). The action (1, 1) updates inchar from in 
instantaneously, as t 1 does not change; this technique is also used by Fidge et 
al. (1997). Here, the functions hd and tl give the head and tail of a channel 
respectively and J.. is a special character which is different from the characters 
in Data. The action (1, 2) waits for duration chdef, during which time inchar 
may be accessed by the other process. The action (1, 3) represents inchar 
being undefined for time chsep. In action (2, 1), last is used to detect when 
a new character has arrived in inchar: last stores the character last received 
through inchar, which we compare with the current value of inchar. Here, 
we assume that consecutive values in in are different, if necessary by append
ing a label to each datum. Using last, we avoid assumptions about timing 
behaviour to detect when a new inchar has arrived. 

We set mutex2, 1 = { (1, 3)} to prevent the second process from beginning 
to access inchar while inchar is no longer defined. It makes no difference 
whether mutex2,1 contains (1, 1) or not, because (1, 1) has duration 0. For 
the environment process, mutex is empty because the environment is not 
affected by the second process. 

4.1 Specification and first steps 

As a high level specification, 

in, msg := 0, in 

constructs the final message msg directly from in. This can be refined to 

msg := 0; 
do in i- 0 --+ in, msg := tl(in), msg ""hd(in) 
od 

using one of the techniques of Morgan (1994), for example Exercise 5.6. 
The definition of refinement permits the introduction of new variables, so 

we add the variable inchar by initialising it to J.. and adding the conjunct 
inchar =..1.. to the guard of the single action. This is then refined to 

inchar, msg :=..1.., 0; 
do in i- 0/\ inchar =..1.. --+ in, inchar := tl(in), hd(in) 

0 inchar f-..1.. --+ inchar, msg :=..1.., msg"" hd(in) 
od 

as a straightforward application of the Movers Theorem. 
Now the variable last is introduced: it is initialised to J.. and last := inchar 

is added to the body of the second action. Since inchar f-..1.. => inchar i- last 
is an invariant, inchar i- last may be added as a conjunct to the guard of the 
second action. Theorem 3 for one process is applied to obtain Figure 5. 
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inchar, last, msg :=1-, 1-, 0; 
do-rt in =F 0 1\ inchar =1- -t 

od-rt 

in, inchar, t1 := tl(in), hd(in), t1 + chdef 
0 inchar #1- 1\inchar =F last -t 

msg, last, inchar, t 1 := msg"" inchar, inchar, 1-, h + chsep 

inchar, last, msg, t1 :=1-, 1-, 0, 0; 
do in =F 0 1\ inchar =1- -t 

od 

in, inchar, t1, exec1 := tl(in), hd(in), t 1 + chdef, (1, 2) 
0 inchar #1- 1\inchar =F last -t 

msg, last, inchar, t1 := msg"" inchar, inchar, 1-, t1 + chsep; 
exec1 := (1, 3) 

Figure 5 One process. 

4.2 Two processes 

The next refinement step, which splits the single process into two, is the most 
delicate. First, we add the time variable t2 by appending t2 := h at the 
end of the body of the second action. We can add conjuncts t 1 :::; t 2 and 
t 2 :S t 1 1\ ( t 2 < t 1 =>- exec1 =F ( 1, 3)) to the guards of the first and second 
actions respectively because 

inchar =1-=>- h = t2 and inchar #1-=>- (t1 = t2 + chdef 1\ exec1 =F (1, 3)) 

are invariants of the resulting action system. Now we use the Movers Theorem 
with only right movers and 

t2 :S t1 1\ (t2 < t1 =>- exec1 =F (1, 3)) 1\ inchar #1- 1\inchar =F last -t 

msg, last, inchar, t 1 := msg ""inchar, inchar, l_, t1 + chsep; 
t2, exec1 := t1, (1, 3) 

< 
t2 :S h 1\ (t2 < t1 =>- exec1 =F (1, 3)) 1\ inchar #1- 1\inchar =F last -t 

msg, last, t 2 := msg ""inchar, inchar, t 2 + chread; (2, 1) 
do t1 :S t2 1\ inchar #1- -t 

od 

inchar, t1, exec1 :=1-, it+ chsep, (1, 3) (1, 3) 
0 t2 <it 1\ (inchar =1- Vinchar =last V exec1 = (1, 3)) -t 

t2 := t1 (W) 
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inchar, last, msg :=..l, ..l, 0; 
do-rt in "I 0 A inchar =..l -t 

in, inchar, tt := tl(in), hd(in), t1 + chdef 
U inchar #..l -t inchar, t1 :=..l, t1 + chsep (1, 3) 

U inchar =P..l Ainchar "I last without {(1, 3)} -t 

msg, last, t2 := msg""' inchar, inchar, t2 + chread (2, 1) 
od-rt 

inchar, last, msg, tt, t2 :=..l, ..l, 0, 0, 0; 
do t1 :::; t2 A in "I 0 A inchar =..l -t 

in, inchar, tt. exec1 := tl(in), hd(in), t1 + chdef, (1, 2) 
U tt :::; t2 A inchar #..l -t 

inchar, tt, exec1 :=..l, t 1 + chsep, (1, 3) (1, 3) 
U t2 :::; tt A (t2 < t1 => exec1 "I (1, 3)) 

Ainchar #..l Ainchar "I last -t 

msg, last, t 2 := msg" inchar, inchar, t 2 + chread (2, 1) 
U t 2 < t 1 A (inchar =..l Vinchar =last V exec1 = (1, 3)) -t 

t2 := t1 (W) 
od 

Figure 6 Two processes. 

to obtain the action system in Figure 6. In the application of the Movers 
Theorem, we use the fact that chread :::; chdef and four invariants, 

• (t2 < t1 A inchar #..l Ainchar "I last) => t1 = t2 + chdef 
(used in the verification of the refinement above); 

• (t1 :::; t2 A inchar #..l) => inchar =last 
(used,in the verification of condition 2.); 

• t2:::; tt 
(used in the verification of conditions l.(b) and 3.(d)); 

• exec1 = (1, 3) => inchar =..l 
(used to help prove the other invariants). 

Some invariants are stronger than required, but we have found the stronger 
versions easier to prove. 

Note that mutex2,1 does not include the first action even though the first 
action changes inchar and (2, 1) reads it. Intuitively, the first action can be 
thought of as instantaneously updating inchar and then waiting for duration 
chdef, during which time (2, 1) may access inchar. The action W corresponds 
to the wait action because of the invariant t 2 :::; t 1 • 
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4.3 Final implementation 

In the final step, we separate the instantaneous update of inchar from waiting 
for duration chdef. For this, we introduce a boolean synchronisation variable 
rand initialise it to false. This allows us to add --,r to the guards of the first 
and second actions. Now we use the Movers Theorem with 

t1 :::; t2 1\ in# 0/\ inchar =..L 1\--,r -+ 
in, inchar, t~, exec1 := tl(in), hd(in), t1 + chdef, (1, 2) 

< 
t1 :::; t2 1\ in# 0/\ inchar =..L 1\--,r -+ 

in, inchar, r, exec1 := tl(in), hd(in), true, {1, 1); (1, 1) 
do t1 :::; t2 1\ inchar #..L 1\r -+ 

r, h, exec1 :=false, t1 + chdef, (1, 2) (1, 2) 
od 

to obtain an action system which corresponds to the final implementation in 
Figure 4. As before, there are no left movers, only right movers. The invariant 
t2 < h ::::} --,r is used in the verification of conditions l.(b) and 3.(d). 

The wait action can be left as it is in Figure 6. A wait action corresponding 
to that in Figure 4 would require the addition of the disjunct 

t1 < t2 1\ inchar =..L /\(in= 0 V r) 

to the guard and changing the body tot~, t2 := max(t~, t2), max(t~, t 2). How
ever, this change in the wait action is redundant because of the invariant 

t1 < t2::::} (inchar #..L 1\r 1\ t2 = h + chread). 

This invariant also ensures that the assertion 

for action (1, 3) according to Section 3.6 always skips, taking into account the 
guard of (1, 3), and therefore may be added to the body of (1, 3) as a valid 
refinement. (If we had (1, 1) E mutex2,1, then the appropriate assertion for 
(1, 1) could also be added, for the same reason.) 

We do not use Theorem 3 directly in obtaining the final implementation in 
Figure 4 because the abstract action system for Theorem 3 is not refined by 
Figure 4 and therefore cannot occur in the development. In the abstract action 
system for Theorem 3, (1, 1) and (1, 2) may execute alternately without (2, 1) 
ever occurring, with the result that the final output message msg remains 
empty. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

Related work with similar aims is due to Abadi et al. (1994), de Boer et al. 
(1996), Fidge et al. (1997) and Broy (1997). 

The approach of Abadi et al. (1994) uses the Temporal Logical of Actions 
(TLA) to reason about the real-time properties of systems. Unlike our ap
proach, TLA has a global time variable now, which is advanced by a tick 
action. Fairness constraints are used to execute this tick action and the other 
actions in parallel, whereas our approach does not require reasoning about 
fairness. The nonZeno condition, which states that now is not bounded, is 
verified in order to help prove liveness properties. 

As for our approach, Fidge et al. (1997) model concurrent real-time systems 
with action systems, but use traces for the semantics rather than weakest 
preconditions. The global variable now is incremented periodically, resulting 
in the uniform advance of time across all processes. The variables UPx and acx 
are similar to our t; and mutexi,j· A compositional Hoare-style proof system 
for a large class of distributed real-time systems is presented by de Boer et al. 
(1996). The proof system is shown to be sound and relatively complete. 

Broy ( 1997) characterises the behaviour of processes by the histories of out
put variables relative to input variables. These histories are known as streams, 
and may be discrete sequences or continuous. The behaviours of processes are 
combined using parallel composition with feedback, and refinement is defined 
in terms of simulations between abstract and concrete systems. 

The model in this paper is able to handle a wide variety of real-time systems 
while keeping the introduction of special variables to a minimum, and no 
assumptions are made about the types of statements. Actions associated with 
real- time systems such as deadlines and delays can be modelled by assertions 
and time updates g ---+ t; := ... respectively. 

We believe we have obtained a model of real-time systems which is faith
ful to the intuition we have about such systems in the real world. While 
the semantics of the model are complicated, we believe that this reflects the 
complicated interactions in real-time systems, rather than a deficiency in the 
model. 

In action systems with time, there are as yet few results which provide sup
port for stepwise development. The complexity of the calculations in Section 4 
show the desirability of being able to reason on the level of real-time action 
systems (Figure 2) rather than their underlying standard action systems (Fig
ure 3), and more work is required in this area. 
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APPENDIX 

Proof of Theorem 3: 
We need to ensure that the strengthened guards in the real-time action system 
do not result in premature termination, and that the wait action does not 
prevent termination. 

Let B be the real-time action system in Figure 3. We wish to show that 
A :::; B, for which we will use the characterisation of weakest preconditions in 
Theorem 1. 

First, we prove a preliminary result. Let <p : seqB -+ seqA map action 
sequences in B to the corresponding action sequences in A, discarding any 
wait actions. We extend <p to infinite action sequences by continuity. We show 
that for s : seqB, <p(s) :::; s by induction on the construction of s. The result 
clearly holds for s = skip. For an action A and P : PredA, 

<p(s; A)(P) 

{::} property of cp 

(<p(s); <p(A))(P) 

:::} induction hypothesis 

(s; <p(A))(P) 

:::} see below 

(s; A)(P) 

For the last step, there are two cases to consider: if A= W, then <p(W)(P) {::} 
P => W(P), whereas if A = (i,j), then <p(i,j)(P) => (i,j)(P) because 
strengthening the guard of an action constitutes a refinement. 

To show that A(P) => B(P) for P : PredA, we show that each conjunct 
for A(P) in Theorem 1 implies the corresponding conjunct for B(P). For the 
first conjunct, 

for s : seqB, cp( s) : seqA 

above, since P V V';! 1 V'/.:, 1 g;,j : PredA 

monotonicity 
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which is the desired result by Lemma 1. 
For the second conjunct in Theorem 1, we show that for all K : Ord, there 

exists K1 : Ord such that 1i:,A ::::} 1i:,,8. First suppose that 1i~,A• and let 
s: seqwB. If s contains (i,j), says= wn; (i,j);s' with n 2 0, then 

1i~,A 

definition of 1lo,.A 

VM VN; 
---, i=l j=l 9i,j 

w does not change variables in---, v~l v~l 9i,j 

wn(, V~1 Vf~l 9i,j) 

=> guard of ( i, j) is false if, V~~ Vf;, 1 9i,j 

(wn; ( i, j) )( (/\~1 t; = T) 1\ ---, v~l Vf~l 9i,j) 

definition of 1l~,B and Lemma 1 

3m < w sim (1i~ 8) , 

On the other hand, if s consists only of wait actions, then execution of at 
most M of these gives the same result. 

For the step case, take s : seqwB. If 1p(s) : seqA, then s has a tail of 
wait actions, and a sequential composition of at most M of these results in 
termination, as in the base case. Otherwise, 1p(s) : seqwA and 

definition of 1l :+ 1 ,.A 

<p( s) : seqwA 

from result earlier in proof 

induction hypothesis and monotonicity 

As K1 is independent of s, we have shown tl:,+l,B· 
The limit case is straightforward. 0 
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